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Dark Energy and the Destiny of the UniverseMihael S. Turner1;21 Center for Cosmologial PhysisDepartments of Astronomy & Astrophysis and of PhysisEnrio Fermi InstituteThe University of Chiago, Chiago, IL 60637-14332NASA/Fermilab Astrophysis CenterFermi National Aelerator LaboratoryBatavia, IL 60510-0500Abstrat. Only 0.5% of the material in the Universe exists in the form of stars. The rest exists asdark matter (about 1/3) and as dark energy (about 2/3). While we have now determined that ouruniverse is nearly spatially at, the presene of dark energy breaks the simple and familiar relationshipbetween the geometry of the Universe and its destiny: a positively urved universe reollapses and aat or negatively universe expands forever. Our ignorane of the nature of the dark energy allows forthree futures: ontinued aelerated expansion and a darkening of the sky in 150 billion years; eventualslowing, with the number of visible galaxies inreasing with time; or even reollapse. I summarizewhat we presently know about dark energy and the prospets for getting at its nature with futureosmologial measurements.1 The New CosmologyCosmology is enjoying the most exiting period of disovery ever. Over the past three years a new,improved standard osmology has emerged. It inorporates the highly suessful standard hot big-bang osmology [1℄ and extends our understanding of the Universe to times as early as 10�32 se,when the largest strutures in the Universe were still subatomi quantum utuations.This \New Cosmology" is haraterized by� Spatially at [2℄, aelerating Universe [3, 4℄� Early period of rapid expansion (ination)� Density inhomogeneities produed from quantum utuations during ination� Composition: 2/3 dark energy; 1/3 dark matter; 1/200 bright stars� Matter ontent: (29� 4)% old dark matter; (4� 1)% baryons; � 0:3% neutrinos [5℄The New Cosmology is ertainly not as well established as the standard hot big bang. However,the evidene is mounting. One of the most striking features of the New Cosmology is the fat that99.5% of the material in the Universe is dark, i.e., not in the form of stars.By now, most sientists are familiar with dark matter, the name given by Zwiky to theundeteted matter whose gravity holds together osmi strutures from galaxies to the great lustersof galaxies. It is urrently believed that the bulk of the dark matter exists in a sea of slowly movingelementary partiles (\old dark matter") left over from the earliest moments. The two leading



94 M. S. Turner S�eminaire Poinar�eandidates for the CDM partile are the axion and the neutralino [6℄. At present, there is noexperimental evidene for the existene of either.The CDM hypothesis is remarkable; it modestly holds that a new form of matter exists andaounts for the bulk of the matter in the Universe. It is being tested by experiments that seekto diretly detet the dark matter partiles that hold our own galaxy together and by aeleratorexperiments that seek to produed neutralinos, whose mass mass is expeted to be some 100 timesthat of the proton [6℄.Dark energy makes dark matter seems absolutely mundane! Dark energy is my term for theausative agent of the urrent epoh of aelerated expansion. Aording to the seond Friedmannequation, �RR = �4�G3 (�+ 3p) (1)this stu� must have negative pressure, with magnitude omparable to its energy density, in orderto produe aelerated expansion [reall q = �( �R=R)=H2; R is the osmi sale fator℄. Further,sine this mysterious stu� does not show its presene in galaxies and lusters of galaxies, it mustbe relatively smoothly distributed.That being said, dark energy has the following de�ning properties: (1) it emits no light; (2) ithas large, negative pressure, pX � ��X ; and (3) it is approximately homogeneous (more preisely,does not luster signi�antly with matter on sales at least as large as lusters of galaxies). Beauseits pressure is omparable in magnitude to its energy density, it is more \energy-like" than \matter-like" (matter being haraterized by p� �). Dark energy is qualitatively very di�erent from darkmatter.It has been said that the sum total of progress in understanding the aeleration of theUniverse is naming the ausative agent. While not too far from the truth, there has been progresswhih I summarize below.2 Dark Energy: Seven Lessons2.1 Two lines of evidene for an aelerating UniverseTwo lines of evidene point to an aelerating Universe. The �rst is the diret evidene based uponmeasurements of type Ia supernovae arried out by two groups, the Supernova Cosmology Projet[3℄ and the High-z Supernova Team [4℄. These two teams used di�erent analysis tehniques anddi�erent samples of high-z supernovae and ame to the same onlusion: the Universe is speedingup, not slowing down.The reent disovery of a supernovae at z = 1:755 bolsters the ase signi�antly [7℄ andprovides the �rst evidene for an early epoh of deelerated expansion [8℄. SN 1997� falls right onthe aelerating Universe urve on the magnitude { redshift diagram, and is a magnitude brighterthan expeted in a dusty open Universe or an open Universe in whih type Ia supernovae aresystematially fainter at high-z.The seond, independent line of evidene for the aelerating Universe omes from mea-surements of the omposition of the Universe, whih point to a missing energy omponent withnegative pressure. The argument goes like this. CMB anisotropy measurements indiate that theUniverse is at, 
0 = 1:0� 0:04 [2℄. In a at Universe, the matter density and energy density mustsum to the ritial density. However, matter only ontributes about 1/3rd of the ritial density,
M = 0:33� 0:04 [5℄. (This is based upon measurements of CMB anisotropy, of bulk ows, and ofthe baryoni fration in lusters.) Thus, two thirds of the ritial density is missing!In order to have esaped detetion this missing energy must be smoothly distributed. Inorder not to interfere with the formation of struture (by inhibiting the growth of density pertur-bations) the energy density in this omponent must hange more slowly than matter (so that it



Vol. 1, 2002 Dark Energy and the Destiny of the Universe 95was subdominant in the past). For example, if the missing 2/3rds of ritial density were smoothlydistributed matter (p = 0), then linear density perturbations would grow as R1=2 rather than asR. The shortfall in growth sine last sattering (z ' 1100) would be a fator of 30, far too littlegrowth to produe the struture seen today.The pressure assoiated with the missing energy omponent determines how it evolves:�X / R�3(1+w)�X=�M / (1 + z)3w (2)where w is the ratio of the pressure of the missing energy omponent to its energy density (hereassumed to be onstant). Note, the more negative w, the faster the ratio of missing energy tomatter goes to zero in the past. In order to grow the struture observed today from the densityperturbations indiated by CMB anisotropy measurements, w must be more negative than about� 12 [9℄.For a at Universe the deeleration parameter today isq0 = 12 + 32w
X � 12 + wTherefore, knowing w < � 12 implies q0 < 0 and aelerated expansion.2.2 Gravity an be repulsive in Einstein's theory, but ...In Newton's theory mass is the soure of the gravitational �eld and gravity is always attrative. Ingeneral relativity, both energy and pressure soure the gravitational �eld. This fat is reeted inEq. 1. SuÆiently large negative pressure leads to repulsive gravity. Thus, aelerated expansionan be aommodated within Einstein's theory.Of ourse, that does not prelude that the ultimate explanation for aelerated expansion liesin a fundamental modi�ation of Einstein's theory.Repulsive gravity is a stunning new feature of general relativity. It leads to a preditionevery bit as revolutionary as blak holes { the aelerating Universe. If the explanation for theaelerating Universe �ts within the Einsteinian framework, it will be an important new triumphfor general relativity.2.3 The biggest embarrassment in theoretial physisEinstein introdued the osmologial onstant to balane the attrative gravity of matter. Hequikly disarded the osmologial onstant after the disovery of the expansion of the Universe.Whether or not Einstein appreiated that his theory predited the possibility of repulsive gravityis unlear.The advent of quantum �eld theory made onsideration of the osmologial onstant obliga-tory not optional: The only possible ovariant form for the energy of the (quantum) vauum,T��VAC = �VACg�� ;is mathematially equivalent to the osmologial onstant. It takes the form for a perfet uid withenergy density �VAC and isotropi pressure pVAC = ��VAC (i.e., w = �1) and is preisely spatiallyuniform. Vauum energy is almost the perfet andidate for dark energy.Here is the rub: the ontributions of well-understood physis (say up to the 100GeV sale) tothe quantum-vauum energy add up to 1055 times the present ritial density. (Put another way,if this were so, the Hubble time would be 10�10 se, and the assoiated event horizon would be3 m!) This is the well known osmologial-onstant problem [10, 11℄.



96 M. S. Turner S�eminaire Poinar�eWhile string theory urrently o�ers the best hope for a theory of everything, it has shedpreious little light on the problem, other than to speak to the importane of the problem. Thomashas suggested that using the holographi priniple to ount the available number of states in ourHubble volume leads to an upper bound on the vauum energy that is omparable to the energydensity in matter + radiation [12℄. While this redues the magnitude of the osmologial-onstantproblem very signi�antly, it does not solve the dark energy problem: a vauum energy that isalways omparable to the matter + radiation energy density would strongly suppress the growthof struture.The deSitter spae assoiated with the aelerating Universe poses serious problems for theformulation of string theory [13℄. Banks and Dine argue that all explanations for dark energysuggested thus far are inompatible with perturbative string theory [14℄. At the very least there ishigh tension between aelerated expansion and string theory.The osmologial onstant problem leads to a fork in the dark-energy road: one path is towait for theorists to get the \right answer" (i.e., 
X = 2=3); the other path is to assume that evenquantum nothingness weighs nothing and something else with negative pressure must be ausingthe Universe to speed up. Of ourse, theorists follow the advie of Yogi Berra: where you see a forkin the road, take it.2.4 Parameterizing dark energy: for now, it's wTheorists have been very busy suggesting all kinds of interesting possibilities for the dark energy:networks of topologial defets, rolling or spinning salar �elds (quintessene and spintessene),inuene of \the bulk", and the breakdown of the Friedmann equations [11, 16℄. An intriguingreent paper suggests dark matter and dark energy are onneted through axion physis [15℄.In the absene of ompelling theoretial guidane, there is a simple way to parameterize darkenergy, by its equation-of-state w [9℄.The uniformity of the CMB testi�es to the near isotropy and homogeneity of the Universe.This implies that the stress-energy tensor for the Universe must take the perfet uid form [1℄. Sinedark energy dominates the energy budget, its stress-energy tensor must, to a good approximation,take the form TX�� � diag[�X ;�pX ;�pX ;�pX ℄ (3)where pX is the isotropi pressure and the desired dark energy density is�X = 2:7� 10�47GeV4(for h = 0:72 and 
X = 0:66). This orresponds to a tiny energy sale, �1=4X = 2:3� 10�3 eV.The pressure an be haraterized by its ratio to the energy density (or equation-of-state):w � pX=�Xwhih need not be onstant; e.g., it ould be a funtion of �X or an expliit funtion of time orredshift. (Note, w an always be rewritten as an impliit funtion of redshift.)For vauum energy w = �1; for a network of topologial defets w = �N=3 where N is thedimensionality of the defets (1 for strings, 2 for walls, et.). For a minimally oupled, rolling salar�eld, w = 12 _�2 � V (�)12 _�2 + V (�) (4)whih is time dependent and an vary between �1 (when potential energy dominates) and +1(when kineti energy dominates). Here V (�) is the potential for the salar �eld.I believe that for the foreseeable future getting at the dark energy will mean trying to measureits equation-of-state, w(t).



Vol. 1, 2002 Dark Energy and the Destiny of the Universe 972.5 The Universe: the lab for studying dark energyDark energy by its very nature is di�use and a low-energy phenomenon. It probably annot beprodued at aelerators; it isn't found in galaxies or even lusters of galaxies. The Universe itselfis the natural lab { perhaps the only lab { in whih to study it.The primary e�et of dark energy on the Universe is on the expansion rate. The �rst Fried-mann equation an be written asH2(z)=H20 = 
M (1 + z)3 +
X exp �3 Z z0 [1 + w(x)℄d ln(1 + x)� (5)where 
M (
X ) is the fration of ritial density ontributed by matter (dark energy) today, aat Universe is assumed, and the dark-energy term follows from energy onservation, d(�XR3) =�pXdR3. For onstant w the dark energy term is simply 
X(1 + z)3(1+w). Note that for a atUniverse H(z)=H0 depends upon only two parameters: 
M and w(z).While H(z) is probably not diretly measurable (however see Ref. [17℄), it does a�et twoobservable quantities: the (omoving) distane to an objet at redshift z,r(z) = Z z0 dzH(z) ;and the growth of (linear) density perturbations, governed by�Æk + 2H _Æk � 4�G�MÆk = 0;where Æk is the Fourier omponent of omoving wavenumber k and overdot indiates d=dt.The omoving distane r(z) an be probed by standard andles (e.g., type Ia supernovae)through the lassi osmologial observable, luminosity distane dL(z) = (1+z)r(z). It an also beprobed by ounting objets of a known intrinsi omoving number density, through the omovingvolume element, dV=dzd
 = r2(z)=H(z).Both galaxies and lusters of galaxies have been suggested as objets to ount [18℄. For eah,their omoving number density evolves (in the ase of lusters very signi�antly). However, it isbelieved that muh, if not all, of the evolution an be modelled through numerial simulations andsemi-analytial alulations in the CDM piture. In the ase of lusters, evolution is so signi�antthat the number ount test probe is a�eted by dark energy through both r(z) and the growth ofperturbations, with the latter being the dominant e�et.The various osmologial approahes to ferreting out the nature of the dark energy have beenstudied extensively (see other artiles in this Yellow Book). Based largely upon my work withDragan Huterer [19℄, I summarize what we know about the eÆay of the osmologial probes ofdark energy:� Present osmologial observations prefer w = �1, with a 95% on�dene limit w < �0:6 [21℄.� Beause dark energy was less important in the past, �X=�M / (1+ z)3w ! 0 as z !1, andthe Hubble ow at low redshift is insensitive to the omposition of the Universe, the mostsensitive redshift interval for probing dark energy is z = 0:2� 2 [19℄.� The CMB has limited power to probe w (e.g., the projeted preision for Plank is �w = 0:25)and no power to probe its time variation [19℄.� A high-quality sample of 2000 SNe distributed from z = 0:2 to z = 1:7 ould measurew to a preision �w = 0:05 (assuming an irreduible error of 0.14 mag). If 
M is knownindependently to better than �
M = 0:03, �w improves by a fator of three and the rate ofhange of w0 = dw=dz an be measured to preision �w0 = 0:16 [19℄.



98 M. S. Turner S�eminaire Poinar�e� Counts of galaxies and of lusters of galaxies may have the same potential to probe w as SNeIa. The ritial issue is systematis (inluding the evolution of the intrinsi omoving numberdensity, and the ability to identify galaxies or lusters of a �xed mass) [18℄.� Measuring weak gravitational lensing by large-sale struture over a �eld of 1000 squaredegrees (or more) ould have omparable sensitivity to w as type Ia supernovae. However,weak gravitational lensing does not appear to be a good method to probe the time variation ofw [20℄. The systematis assoiated with weak gravitational lensing have not yet been studiedarefully and ould limit its potential.� Some methods do not look promising in their ability to probe w beause of irreduiblesystematis (e.g., Alok { Pazynski test and strong gravitational lensing of QSOs). However,both ould provide important independent on�rmation of aelerated expansion.2.6 Why now?: the Nany Kerrigan problemA ritial onstraint on dark energy is that it not interfere with the formation of struture in theUniverse. This means that dark energy must have been relatively unimportant in the past (atleast bak to the time of last sattering, z � 1100). If dark energy is haraterized by onstant w,not interfering with struture formation an be quanti�ed as: w <� � 12 [9℄. This means that thedark-energy density evolves more slowly than R�3=2 (ompared to R�3 for matter) and implies�X=�M ! 0 for t! 0�X=�M ! 1 for t!1That is, in the past dark energy was unimportant and in the future it will be dominant! Wejust happen to live at the time when dark matter and dark energy have omparable densities. Inthe words of Olympi skater Nany Kerrigan, \Why me? Why now?"Perhaps this fat is an important lue to unraveling the nature of the dark energy. Perhaps not.And God forbid, it ould be the basis of an anthropi explanation for the size of the osmologialonstant.2.7 Dark energy and destinyAlmost everyone is aware of the onnetion between the shape of the Universe and its destiny:positively urved reollapses, at; negatively urved expand forever. The link between geometryand destiny depends upon a ritial assumption: that matter dominates the energy budget (morepreisely, that all omponents of matter/energy have equation of state w > � 13 ). Dark energy doesnot satisfy this ondition.In a Universe with dark energy the onnetion between geometry and destiny is severed[22℄. A at Universe (like ours) an ontinue expanding exponentially forever with the numberof visible galaxies diminishing to a few hundred (e.g., if the dark energy is a true osmologialonstant); the expansion an slow to that of a matter-dominated model (e.g., if the dark energydissipates and beomes sub dominant); or, it is even possible for the Universe to reollapse (e.g., ifthe dark energy deays revealing a negative osmologial onstant). Beause string theory prefersanti-deSitter spae, the third possibility should not be forgotten.Dark energy holds the key to understanding our destiny!



Vol. 1, 2002 Dark Energy and the Destiny of the Universe 993 The ChallengeAs a New Standard Cosmology emerges, a new set questions arises. (Assuming the Universe in-ated) What is physis underlying ination? What is the dark-matter partile? How was the baryonasymmetry produed? Why is the reipe for our Universe so ompliated? What is the nature of theDark Energy? All of these questions have two things in ommon: making sense of the New StandardCosmology and the deep onnetions they reveal between fundamental physis and osmology.Of these new, profound osmi questions, none is more important or further from resolutionthan the nature of the dark energy. Dark energy ould well be the number one problem in all ofphysis and astronomy.The big hallenge for the New Cosmology is making sense of dark energy.Beause of its di�use harater, the Universe is likely the lab where dark energy an best beattaked (though one should not rule other approahes { e.g., if the dark energy involves a lightsalar �eld, then there should be a new long-range fore [23℄).While type Ia supernovae look partiularly promising { they have a trak reord and an inpriniple be used to map out r(z) { there are important open issues. Are they really standard-izable andles? Have they evolved? Is the high-redshift population the same as the low-redshiftpopulation?The dark-energy problem is important enough that pursuing omplimentary approahes isboth justi�ed and prudent. Weak-gravitational lensing shows onsiderable promise. While beset byimportant issues involving number evolution and the determination of galaxy and luster masses[18℄, ounting galaxies and lusters of galaxies should also be pursued.Two realisti goals for the next deade are the determination of w to 5% and looking for timevariation. Ahieving either has the potential to rule out a osmologial onstant: For example,by measuring a signi�ant time variation of w or by pinning w at 5� away from �1. Suh adevelopment would be a remarkable, far reahing result.After determining the equation-of-state of the dark energy, the next step is measuring itslustering properties. A osmologial onstant is spatially onstant; a rolling salar �eld lustersslightly on very large sales [24℄. Measuring its lustering properties will not be easy, but it providesan important, new window on dark energy.We do live at a speial time: There is still enough light in the Universe to illuminate its darkside.Aknowledgments. This work was supported by the DoE (at Chiago and Fermilab) and by theNASA (at Fermilab by grant NAG 5-7092).Referenes[1℄ See e.g., S. Weinberg, Gravitation and Cosmology (Wiley & Sons, NY, 1972); E.W. Kolband M.S. Turner, The Early Universe (Addison-Wesley, Redwood City, CA, 1990); or P.J.E.Peebles, Physial Cosmology (Prineton University Press, Prineton, NJ, 1971[2℄ P. de Bernardis et al, Nature 404, 955 (2000); S. Hanany et al, Astrophys. J. 545, L5 (2000);C.B. Netter�eld et al, astro-ph/0104460; C. Pryke et al, astro-ph/0104490[3℄ S. Perlmutter et al, Astrophys. J. 517, 565 (1999)[4℄ A. Riess et al, Astron. J. 116, 1009 (1998)[5℄ M.S. Turner, astro-ph/0106035
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